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Class Actions: the Court Says No to Retirees
Facts giving rise
to the dispute

Motion for authorization
to institute a class action

In 1977, the Seagram Company Ltd.

In July 2009, Dell’Aniello filed a motion

implemented an extended medical benefits

for authorization to institute a class action

Paul Mayer of the Superior Court

plan for the members of the manage‑

(the “Motion”) in which he asked to

of Québec dismissed the motion

ment and its non‑unionized employees

be appointed class representative.

for authorization to institute a

(the “Plan”). Under the Plan, eligible

The class included all the retired mem‑

employees were covered both during their

bers of management and the retired

employment and upon retirement.

employees of Seagram who were eligible

François Parent
and Josée Dumoulin
Last August 3, the Honourable

class action filed by Mr. Michel
Dell’Aniello (“Dell’Aniello”)
against Vivendi Canada Inc.
(“Vivendi”), the successor of his

In July 1985, Seagram specified, in the
brochures issued to its employees, that it
reserved its right to amend or terminate

former employer (Seagram). This

the Plan at any time, and to increase the

decision deals with two subjects

share payable by the employees and

of interest, namely, unilateral

retirees.

changes made by an employer to the

In the early 2000, following various

group insurance program offered

transactions, Vivendi became the

to the retirees of a business, and

successor to Seagram.

for post‑retirement medical benefits
under the Plan, and all the other eligible
persons within the meaning of the Plan
(the “Class”). The Class included approxi‑
mately 250 retirees or surviving spouses
of retirees who worked in six provinces.
The main reliefs sought in the class action
were as follows:
a declaration that Vivendi had illegally
amended the Plan;

class actions that are national

In September 2008, Vivendi informed

in scope.

the retirees and other beneficiaries

the cancellation of the amendments

under the Plan 1 that certain amendments

made to the Plan, effective January 1,

would be made to the Plan, effective

2009, or a declaration that they were

January 1, 2009. The main amendments

unenforceable against the class

communicated were as follows:

members;

1	At the time, the Plan only covered retirees

and their eligible dependents.

the annual deductible was increased;
thenceforth, only prescription drugs
included on the drug lists of the
beneficiaries’ province of residence
would be reimbursed;
a lifetime maximum of $15,000 for all
coverages offered under the Plan was
introduced.

an order that Vivendi reinstate the Plan
as it stood prior to the amendments in
question.
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Analysis

To justify why an individual analysis was

The judge noted that the position of

Mr. Justice Mayer first considered whether

required, the judge stated that it was

Dell’Aniello to the effect that the issue

he had jurisdiction over the non‑Quebec

necessary to review the rules governing

of the vested right to post‑retirement

class members. After analyzing the rele‑

the rights to post‑retirement insurance

insurance benefits could be dealt with

vant doctrine and case law, he recognized

benefits. He summarized the rules as

collectively, was based on the premise that

that the courts of Quebec have the power

follows:

his personal situation was similar to that

to authorize national class actions provi‑
ded a real and substantial connection is
established between the cause of action,
the Quebec court seized of the case, and

there is no presumption that
post‑retirement insurance benefits
constitute vested rights;

each of the class members individually,

to determine whether a right to

including the non‑Quebec members.

post‑retirement insurance benefits is

In this case, he concluded that he did have
jurisdiction, 2

particularly on the basis that

the class action which Dell’Aniello sought

vested, one must ascertain whether the
parties intended to grant the retirees an
irrevocable right to these benefits;

of all the other class members, and that
they had received the same documentation
as him.
However, Mr. Justice Mayer found that
this premise was ill‑founded because
the record showed that many groups of
retirees had received different commu‑
nications from the company at different
times. He identified five main subclasses of

to bring was founded on the employment

since it is upon retirement that the

members and found that it was essential

contract of each retiree, which was ente‑

right to post‑retirement insurance

to determine the rights of each member

red into at the time with Seagram, whose

benefits can become vested, the parties’

based on the communications he actually

head office was located in Montreal.

intention must be sought in the contract

received.

Mr. Justice Mayer then analyzed the
conditions pursuant to which a person

that was in force at the time of each
employee’s retirement;

The judge then briefly reviewed the
situation of the subclasses, noting that

may institute a class action, beginning

given that the provisions concerning

the members’ right to post‑retirement

with the condition which requires that

the group insurance are not usually

insurance benefits had not crystallized

the issues raised by the motion must be

all contained in a contract between

because the company had reserved the

identical, similar or related for all members

the employer and the employee,

right to terminate or amend the insurance

of the relevant class.3 He concluded that

it is necessary to review all the

coverage in the brochures issued to the

this condition was not met in the circum

communications exchanged between

employees. More specifically, certain bro‑

stances, accepting Videndi’s argument that

the employer and the employee to

chures provided that the coverage would

the recourse was not appropriate because

determine the obligations of each of the

end automatically in the event the group

a substantial number of issues required

parties;

insurance contract was terminated, while

an individualized analysis for each class
member.

if the parties have agreed to reserve
the employer’s right to unilaterally
amend or terminate the post‑retirement
insurance benefits, one can infer the

2	Under section 3148(3) of the Civil Code

of Québec.
3	Section 1003(a) of the Code of Civil Procedure.
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lack of an intention to grant a vested
right to the employee.

others provided for the right of the com‑
pany to amend or terminate the program
at any time.
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Furthermore, Justice Mayer added, an

Comments

François Parent

individualized analysis would also be

Although this decision reiterates that the

514 877-3089

necessary within each subclass because

Quebec courts may authorize the institu‑

fpa ren t @la ver y . ca

each member may have received diffe‑

tion of a national class action, it appears

rent communications, representations

that in certain cases the presence of non-

Josée Dumoulin

and documents. He noted that the record

Quebec class members will add further

514 877-3088

contained at least two letters which

disparities, which may lead the court

jdu m ou lin @la ver y . ca

showed that individual communications

to prefer an individualized – rather than

had been made in specific cases.

collective – approach to the issues raised.

Lastly, the judge found that the following

It should be noted that Mr. Justice Mayer’s

factors also supported the conclusion that

conclusion to the effect that Dell’Aniello’s

the recourse of Dell’Aniello was not pro‑

recourse was not properly suited to a col‑

perly suited to a collective determination:

lective determination due to the numerous

the issue of the prejudice suffered
by each class member could only be
determined on an individual basis and
would require many individual factors

appears that a class action is not the
appropriate procedural vehicle where

basis of civil law, but also on the basis

different documents and communications
have been sent to the class members,
which will generally be true where the
post‑retirement insurance plan has been
in place for several years.

of the relevant common law rules, and

Another interesting aspect of Mr. Justice

the time limitation rules applicable in

Mayer’s decision relates to the interpreta‑

these provinces. 4

tion of the documents and his conclusion

Considering the existence of the five main
subclasses and the legal rules applicable to
each member, Mr. Justice Mayer identified

Nadolny v. Peel (Region), 2009 CanLII 51194
(Ont S.C.).

Justice of Ontario in the Nadolny 5 case.

and the claims that were made;

have to be analyzed not only on the

5

in the judgment of the Superior Court of

type of protection (individual or family)

the issues raised by Dell’Aniello would

Vivendi during the arguments on authorization.

is very similar to the conclusion reached

In light of these two judgments, it

provinces other than Quebec meant that

4	An argument on prescription was raised by

issues requiring an individualized analysis,

to be taken into account, such as the

the presence of members in five

Class Actions

that the language used in the employee
brochures negated the intention to grant
vested rights.

a minimum of 22 subclasses. In his view,

An appeal of Mr. Justice Mayer’s decision

this situation added [translation] “an addi-

was filed on September 2, 2010.

tional disparity which dilutes the collective
nature of the recourse.”
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The content of this text provides our clients with general comments on recent legal developments.
The text is not a legal opinion. Readers should not act solely on the basis of the information contained herein.
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